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In spite of the relative success of equal opportunity laws on women’s status in the workplace, we know little about the influence of such legal interventions on people’s attitudes
and beliefs. This paper focuses, in particular, on how sexual harassment policy affects men’s
beliefs about the gender hierarchy. We employ an experimental design in which we measure
the effect of a policy intervention on men’s explicit and implicit gender beliefs. Results show
that the sexual harassment policy did not alter explicit gender beliefs. Explicit beliefs
changed in a different way, however. Compared to the baseline condition, participants in the
policy intervention condition believed that most people think both men and women are
lower-status, less competent, and less considerate. The policy intervention also affected
implicit gender beliefs. Participants in the policy condition displayed more entrenched
male-advantaged gender beliefs compared to the baseline condition. We interpret this as
evidence that sexual harassment
policies by
may
have the
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to :unintended effect of activating
unequal gender beliefs, which runStanford
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to the policy’s equalizing aims. This research
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also suggests the value of measuring
both
implicit gender beliefs.

ince the legal recognition that sexual
harassment is a form of sex-based discrimination under Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, more than 90% of large
organizations have adopted a sexual harassment policy (Dobbin and Kelly 2007). With

the Supreme Court holding that employers can
mitigate liability by providing evidence of
sexual harassment procedures (Faragher v.
City of Boca Raton, 524 U.S. 775 (1998),
organizations have increasingly protected
themselves from lawsuits by training employees and employers on the harassment policies
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Systems Protection Board 1995) and other attitudes about affirmative action (Taylor
Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative 1995), and the legal regulation of sexual
Action (EEO/AA) laws (e.g., Bobo 1988; harassment (Tinkler 2003) has shown that attiSteeh and Schuman 1992), there has been lit- tudes shift over time toward agreement with
tle research on the effect such policies have on institutional policy. In spite of this success,
attitudes toward and beliefs about the groups both scholarly and popular discourse reflects
concern that legal interventions inevitably
that these policies intend to protect.
In this paper, we adopt an experimental engender resentment and backlash (Capasso
design to explore if and how simple, short- 2005; Eyre 2000; Schultz 2003). For example,
term exposure to a sexual harassment policy in a survey of federal employees, nearly 20%
alters men’s status beliefs about gender—i.e., of males responded that fear of being accused
whether the intervention leads to beliefs that of sexual harassment had made their workare in congruence with or run counter to the place less comfortable; more than 30%
policy’s aim of promoting gender equality. believed that normal attraction is at least to
This design represents a particularly stringent some extent misinterpreted as sexual harasstest of the effects of sexual harassment policy ment (U.S. Merit Systems Protection Board
on beliefs because, in natural settings, expo- 1995).
These findings highlight a seeming parasure to sexual harassment policies likely
entails a more involved, long-term process. dox whereby people embrace the concept of
Because men have been the primary target equality, but express negative attitudes about
audience of sexual harassment policies and we equalizing policies using claims of inequality
are interested in the effects of these policies on and injustice. Part of the difficulty in undergender beliefs, we restricted our participant standing this paradox is due to unspecified
pool to men. While understanding the effect of micro-level mechanisms through which legal
Delivered by Ingenta
to : affect beliefs. We propose two
interventions
sexual harassment policies on women’sStanford
gender University
competing
beliefs is also important, our focus
on men
in 2008
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06:48:19mechanisms below.
1
this study is an important first step. We draw
upon status characteristics theory (Berger et Conceptual Framework and Hypotheses
al. 1977) to test competing effects of sexual
Systems of inequality are sustained by
harassment policy and the dual attitudes cultural beliefs about group difference and the
model (Wilson et. al. 2000) to interpret the enactment of those beliefs in behaviors and
results. We discuss theoretical and policy institutions (Eagly and Steffen 1984; Jackman
implications regarding the implementation of 1994; Jost and Banaji 1994; Sewell 1992).
sexual harassment policies and EEO/AA laws Changing cultural beliefs about group differin general.
ence and inequality should be necessary for
BACKGROUND
Legal Interventions as Equalizing Instruments

Legally, sexual harassment is a violation
of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the
mandate that prohibits discrimination on the
basis of race, religion, national origin, and
sex. Previous studies have shown that these
laws can have an equalizing effect on beliefs.
Evidence from research on desegregation
(Allport 1954; Moskos 1966; Pettigrew 1971),
1 We are currently researching the effect of sexual
harassment policies on women’s gender beliefs.

legal interventions to effect lasting change. To
assess the effectiveness of sexual harassment
policies as instruments of cultural change, it is
necessary to examine how the policies affect
people’s beliefs about gender.
Because a core element of gender beliefs
is status beliefs, we believe that status characteristics theory (Berger et al. 1977; Wagner
and Berger 1997) provides an effective way of
understanding how gender beliefs may change
following exposure to sexual harassment policies. Status characteristics theory is also relevant in that it explains how status beliefs
reproduce status hierarchy and inequality.
Status characteristics are attributes associated
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with widely held status beliefs—i.e., cultural
beliefs that people in one category of the
attribute (e.g., males, whites) are more competent and held in higher esteem than those in
the other category (e.g., females, racial
minorities). Status beliefs inform individuals’
performance expectations (expectations about
others’ performance in task situations), influencing the formation of hierarchies in the
local setting and reinforcing cultural stereotypes at the societal level (Wagner and Berger
2002). Here, we study gender beliefs, which
include both status beliefs about gender and
other elements (e.g., considerateness, likeability). Sexual harassment policies could affect
male-advantaged gender beliefs either by
weakening them or by strengthening them.

day workplace interactions among male and
female peers, as well as between subordinates
and superiors. By proscribing behaviors that
typically highlight gender differences between
harassers and their victims, such as sexual
teasing, jokes, and propositions, sexual
harassment policies may encourage men not
only to treat women in a more equal way in
daily interactions, but to think about women in
a more equal way. In other words, sexual
harassment policy may delegitimate the status
hierarchy that disadvantages women, possibly
leading to changes in men’s gender beliefs.
Research on the effectiveness of sexual
harassment training has found, at least in part,
that trainees are more sensitive and aware of
instances of sexual harassment following
training (see Bisom-Rapp 2001 for a review;
Weakening male-advantaged gender beliefs. Tinkler 2003). Moreover, research has shown
Some past evidence implies that sexual that educational campaigns, such as those
harassment policies may work in the intended used in workplace sexual harassment trainway to equalize people’s beliefs about women ings, can be effective in promoting attitude
and men. Experimental research has shown alignment with institutional policies (Brophy
that interventions can directly modify perfor- 1946). Based on all of these empirical findto equalizing
:
mance expectations that are basedDelivered
on statusby Ingenta
ings that
interventions can lead to
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beliefs (Cohen 1982; Pugh and Wahrman positive intergroup attitudes, we hypothesize:
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1983). Since gender beliefs include a core eleHypothesis 1a: Exposure to sexual harassment
ment of status beliefs and status beliefs inform
policies weakens male-advantaged gender
individuals’ performance expectations, this
beliefs.
past research suggests that sexual harassment
policies could lead to equal beliefs. There is
also evidence from real-life settings that inter- Strengthening male-advantaged gender
ventions may directly weaken status beliefs— beliefs. While the aim of Equal Employment
i.e., to a certain degree dissociate differential Opportunity laws is to “level the playing
status beliefs from a social category or field,” it is possible that legal rules or policies
decrease the perceived status gap between could instead achieve the opposite effect,
groups. Research on the racial integration of strengthening existing male-advantaged
the armed forces (Moskos 1966), school beliefs. It is likely that sexual harassment poldesegregation (Jacobson 1978), and affirma- icy training makes gender salient in workplace
tive action (Taylor 1995) has shown that poli- interactions by forcing people to actively bear
cies, by virtue of being letters of the law, can in mind the gender of their coworkers when
they interact with them. Status characteristics
have a direct effect on attitudinal change.
The processes by which sexual harass- research has shown that when gender is
ment policies could weaken status beliefs may salient, gender status beliefs will disadvantage
be unique due to their focus on workplace women and advantage men, unless the context
interaction. Unlike affirmative action or gen- is one in which people tend to believe females
der discrimination laws aimed at hiring and perform better (Wagner and Berger 1997).
promotion—events which individual workers Thus, in normal work situations, sexual
experience infrequently and usually involve harassment policy training may make women
only hierarchically related parties—sexual and men especially aware of perceived gender
harassment policies draw attention to every- differences. In addition to making gender
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The experiment had three different
salient, sexual harassment policies may also
reinforce the subordinate role of women in manipulations in which male participants parmost workplace situations by reminding peo- ticipated in a computer task with a fictitious
ple that women are in need of legal “protec- female partner. In the experimental (policy
tion” from men. Policy training, then, may intervention) condition, participants were
exposed to a sexual harassment policy before
inadvertently legitimate such inequality.
Moreover, evidence from research on sex- the task. Two contrasting conditions served as
ual harassment has shown that policy training comparisons to the experimental condition. In
and enforcement can have a negative effect the main contrasting (baseline) condition,
(Quinn 2000; Epstein 1995). In response to a which we used to test Hypotheses 1A and 1B,
survey about sexual harassment attitudes and there was no manipulation other than the presexperiences, more than 50 percent of federal ence of an opposite sex partner. In an addiemployees in 1994 reported that people are tional contrasting (male-advantaged) conditoo quick to take offense when someone tion, we examined further whether the policy
expresses a personal interest in them (U. S. would strengthen male-advantaged gender
Merit Systems Protection Board 1995). The beliefs in the same manner as other known
common complaint that sexual harassment techniques (see “Experimental Manipulapolicies give space for overly sensitive women tions” below for details). This would be useful
to misuse the law (Schultz 2003) is intrinsical- to know if Hypothesis 1B is supported.
ly linked to gender stereotypes about women’s
emotionality and irrationality. If sexual Participants
harassment policies provoke this negative
There were sixty-six freshman male voleffect, then they may actually strengthen unteers aged 18 years or older that participatmale-advantaged gender beliefs, as hypothe- ed in this study for pay. Another seven particDelivered by Ingenta to :
sized below:
ipants were dropped due to suspicion of the
Stanford University
computer
task and/or the partner.
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Hypothesis 1b: Exposure to sexual
harassment
policies strengthens male-advantaged gender
beliefs.

METHOD
Overview of the Present Study

Much of the research on the effects of
laws on attitudes and beliefs relies on observational and survey data. These data collection
methods are subject to retrospective bias and
reliability issues and may not be able to capture subtle causal processes. Experimental
research is useful for testing theories and
establishing causality because the researcher
can isolate and manipulate the effects of the
independent variables on the dependent variables, while controlling for confounding factors. Although other modes of investigation
are important for generalizing findings outside of the laboratory, we conducted a social
psychological experiment to test the rival
hypotheses as a novel and important first step
for examining the effects of sexual harassment
policies on gender beliefs.

Procedure

A female staff member seated the male
participants at a desk with a computer and told
them that they were taking part in a study
about how groups of diverse individuals arrive
at joint decisions when different communication technologies are used. They were then
instructed to work on a team-oriented task via
a computer network with a female partner,
actually a pre-programmed computer, who
was supposedly in another room. To emphasize the gender of the female “partner” in a
context in which participants’ other statuses
were similar, the participants exchanged information with their “partner” about gender, year
in school, and lab seat number and copied the
information down for future reference.
The task, the “Contrast Sensitivity (CS)
Test,” is commonly used to examine how status affects people’s willingness to grant influence to a partner (e.g., Troyer and Younts
1997) and involves judging which one of a
pair of black and white patterned images con-
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tains more white area. In reality, the black and University’s official sexual harassment poliwhite areas are always equal in both images. cy.2 To ensure attention was paid to the policy,
There were 25 trials in which participants and experimenters read the excerpt aloud while
their partners each made an independent ini- participants followed along in the handout,
tial choice, exchanged their initial decisions, then asked the participants to initial the sheet
and decided whether to reject the partner’s indicating that they had been informed of the
influence (stay with his initial choice) or defer policy. Participants then moved on to the
to the partner (change his final choice to Contrast Sensitivity test.
match his partner’s initial response) if they
disagreed (which was programmed to occur in Baseline condition. To test Hypotheses 1A
20 trials). To encourage motivation and coop- and 1B, we compare the policy intervention
eration, the participants were told that the condition to a baseline condition in which
team with the highest number of correct there was no manipulation. Participants were
answers would receive a $50 bonus.
given the same information about the gender
After completing the Contrast Sensitivity and other characteristics of their task partner
test, participants filled out a brief question- as described above. They moved directly to the
naire that assessed explicit gender status Contrast Sensitivity test without reading the
beliefs (Ridgeway et al. 1998). They then sexual harassment policy.
moved to another computer and were told that
their next task was a categorization task done Male-advantaged condition. In addition to
without a partner. This task was actually an testing the hypotheses, we included a comparImplicit Association Test (IAT), (Farnham ison condition that allows us to further speci1997), which assesses the extent to which peo- fy the effect of the policy intervention if it
ple automatically think in stereotypical terms does strengthen rather than weaken maleDelivered
to :
about a stimulus. This was measured
by theby Ingenta
advantaged gender beliefs compared to the
Stanford University
degree to which automatic association
slows
baseline
condition. This condition allows us to
Wed, 09
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down the ability to respond to counter-stereo- determine how much exposure to sexual
typical information about the stimulus harassment policy strengthens gender beliefs.
(Greenwald, McGhee, and Schwartz 1998). In this condition, participants also moved
We use the IAT to measure the strength of directly to the computer task. However, they
association between gender categories and received the following information embedded
levels of status, which taps into participants’ in the screen instructions for completing the
automatic or implicit gender beliefs. After the Contrast Sensitivity test: “Males have higher
IAT, participants completed a post-study ques- averages on tests of contrast sensitivity than
tionnaire, which gathered more information females. Researchers do not know why and
about the participant and contained items are currently investigating the reason for this
checking for the effectiveness of the experimental manipulation. Finally, participants
2
The policy excerpt reads: “Stanford University strives
were debriefed and paid.
Experimental Manipulations

Policy intervention condition. Participants
were randomly assigned to one of three conditions. In the policy intervention condition,
experimenters told participants that all students paid by the university are required to
sign a form acknowledging receipt of information about the university’s sexual harassment policy. Participants were then handed a
sheet with an excerpt from Stanford

to provide a place of work and study free of sexual harassment, intimidation, or exploitation. It is expected that students, faculty, staff and other individuals covered by this
policy will treat one another with respect. Unwelcome
sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, and other
visual, verbal, or physical conduct of a sexual nature constitute sexual harassment when: a. it is implicitly or
explicitly suggested that submission to or rejection of the
conduct will be a factor in academic or employment decisions or evaluations, or permission to participate in a
University activity; or b. the conduct has the purpose or
effect of unreasonably interfering with an individual’s
academic or work performance or creating an intimidating or hostile academic, work, or student living environment.”
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difference.” This manipulation follows Correll more subtle forms of sexism are still wide(2004).3
spread. Research has also shown that explicit
While in all conditions, gender is diffuse- beliefs (those that are conscious and controlly salient as a result of the mixed-sex context, lable) and implicit beliefs (those that are uninthe male-advantaged condition also makes tentionally activated, existing outside of one’s
gender difference directly relevant to the task. awareness) coexist, and have different effects
According to status characteristics theory, the on behavior during interactions (Dovidio et al.
more directly relevant gender is to a task, the 1997). To capture both overt and subtle forms
stronger the impact of gender beliefs on of gender beliefs, we use both explicit and
behavior (Wagner and Berger 2002; Webster implicit measures.
and Driskell 1978). While we do not believe
that the policy intervention makes gender rel- Explicit beliefs. We adopted the “semantic difevant in the same way as the male-advantaged ferential” scales used in Ridgeway’s status
condition, the latter condition is useful by pro- construction experiments (Ridgeway et al.
viding a comparison group that should have 1998; Ridgeway and Erickson 2000) to meastronger male-advantaged beliefs than the sure explicit gender beliefs. These items are
baseline condition. If the gender beliefs of seven-point scales for various pairs of words
those men in the policy intervention condition measuring three dimensions: (1) status:
register more male advantage because the polrespected/not respected, powerful/powerless,
icy makes them extremely aware of the gender
high status/low status, leader/follower; (2)
differences between themselves and their partcompetence: competent/incompetent, knowlners, then their beliefs may appear similar to
edgeable/unknowledgeable, capable/incapable;
those of participants in the male-advantaged
and (3) considerateness: considerate/ inconsidcondition. If male-advantaged gender beliefs
erate, pleasant/unpleasant, likable/unlikable,
in the policy intervention conditionDelivered
are actual-by Ingenta to :
cooperative/uncooperative.5
ly strengthened instead because of aStanford
“back- University
On the post-Contrast Sensitivity test quesWed, 09 Jan 2008 06:48:19
lash” effect of the policy, then the gender
tionnaire, we asked participants to rate men
beliefs of men from the sexual harassment
and women on the semantic differential scales
policy condition may favor males even more
according to both most people’s and their own
than those in the male-advantaged condition.
personal opinions. We focus on “most peoTherefore, we include both the baseline and
ple’s” beliefs since such beliefs are perceived
the male-advantaged conditions as contrasts to
as consensual, a key feature of status beliefs
the policy intervention condition in order to
clarify whether and how strongly the policy (Correll and Ridgeway 2003), and have been
shown to affect evaluations and behavior, even
activates gender status beliefs.
Dependent Variables

Research on gender attitudes in the last
four decades has shown that men have become
less likely to express overt sexism, perhaps
due to changing social norms.4 Meanwhile,
3
The wording of this manipulation that “researchers
.|.|. are currently investigating the reason for this difference” might have inadvertently led participants to believe
that this was the purpose of the current study.
4
In place of old, overt expressions of sexism, attitudes
toward women now take more subtle forms, such as modern sexism (Swim et al. 1995), neo-sexism (Tougas et al.
1995), and ambivalent sexism (Glick and Fiske 1996), all
of which do not appear hostile to women but are nonetheless discriminatory and prejudicial in effect.

5
While some status characteristics and expectation
states research incorporates the competence dimension
into status, confirmatory factor analyses in Ridgeway et
al. (1998) shows that separating status and competence is
better and more informative than combining them. For the
purposes of our study, we believe it is useful to look at
them separately to gain more information. We also included the “considerateness” dimension for two reasons. First,
it has been found to be theoretically and empirically associated with status: that high-status actors tend to be more
instrumental and agentic, and low-status actors tend to be
more expressive and communal, traits similar to what the
considerateness scales capture (Berger, Ridgeway, and
Zelditch 2002; Conway, Pizzamiglio, and Mount 1996;
Wagner and Berger 1997). Second, even though the considerateness dimension does not directly measure status, it
is in itself relevant to gender beliefs because agency and
communality are traits usually associated with men and
women respectively (Eagly and Steffen 1984).
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when they do not match personal beliefs
(Sechrist and Stangor 2001). Scores were
averaged to create three indexes measuring the
status, competence, and considerateness
dimensions of participants’ explicit gender
beliefs. A total of six indexes were created,
three for most people’s beliefs and three for
participants’ personal beliefs. These scales are
used to indicate whether the policy intervention makes people more likely to explicitly
express greater differences between women
and men. We performed a reliability test on
these indexes for most people’s and personal
beliefs about both men and women and
obtained reasonably high Cronbach’s alphas
ranging from .65 to .80.

Round 1 with the “male” category switched to
the right and “female” moved to the left.
Finally, in the fifth, counter-stereotypical
round, all of the gender and status words flash
in the middle of the screen and participants
press the left key when the word is either
“female” or “high status” and the right key
when the word is either “male” or “low status.”
When participants make an error by miscategorizing the word (e.g., matching “brother” to the category “female or high status”),
they are alerted to the error and instructed to
correct the mistake. The response time
includes the time it takes to correct the error
while the error rate is the percentage of times
the participant makes a mistake. The IAT
Implicit beliefs. To account for possible differ- effect is the difference in response time
ences between explicit and implicit beliefs, we between the gender-stereotypical (female—
also included an automatic stereotyping mea- low status) and counter-stereotypical (female
sure. The Implicit Association Test (IAT) used – high status) blocks of words (Greenwald et
in this study was adopted from prior research al. 1998). A faster response when matching a
that has used the IAT to measure implicit stereotypical pairing of gender and status
stereotypes (e.g., Blair, Ma, and Lenton 2001; (e.g., matching “brother” to the category
Delivered
by Ingenta
to high
:
“male or
status”) than when matching a
6
In University
Rudman, Greenwald, and McGhee 2001).
Stanford
counter-stereotypical
pairing (e.g., matching
the IAT, the participant moves through
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“brother”
to
the
category
“male or low status”)
rounds in which he is asked to rapidly and
indicates
that
the
participant
unconsciously
accurately sort words that appear in the middle
associated
that
pair
more
strongly
than the
of the computer screen into one of four catealternative
matching,
displaying
unconscious
gories to which they belong. The four categories represent two sets of binary distinc- beliefs that affirm male dominance. Previous
tions: gender (male versus female) and status research indicates that gender stereotyping
(high versus low). Figure 1 shows screen shots can be implicit (Banaji and Hardin 1996), and
and the words used from rounds of the IAT. In this implicit stereotyping can be affected by
the first round, every “gender” word flashes context (Blair, Ma, and Lenton 2001;
on the screen and participants are instructed to Rudman, Ashmore, and Gary 2001). While
press the left “d” key if the word is associated the Implicit Association Test is difficult for the
with males and the right “k” key if the word is participant to manipulate, it is also difficult to
associated with females. In the next round, affect experimentally (Blair 2002). As a result,
differences in scores across conditions would
participants complete the same task with all of
be particularly convincing evidence that the
the “status” words. In the third, gender-stereointervention affects gender beliefs.
typical round, all of the gender and status
words flash in the middle of the screen and
Predictions
participants press the left key when the word
is either “male” or “high status” and the right
For both the explicit and automatic stereokey when the word is either “female” or “low typing measures of gender beliefs, if sexual
status”. In the fourth round, participants repeat harassment policies work directly to weaken
male-advantaged gender beliefs (Hypothesis
1A), then the gender beliefs of participants in
6 For a demonstration of the Implicit Association Test,
the baseline condition should advantage males
go to http://implicit.harvard.edu.
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Figure 1. Example Screen Shots Showing One Trial from Each of Four Rounds of the IAT

more than those in the policy intervention
condition. If sexual harassment policies
strengthen male-advantaged gender beliefs
rather than weakening them (Hypothesis 1B),
then the gender beliefs of participants in the
policy intervention condition should advantage males more than those in the baseline
condition.
RESULTS

Our discussion of results focuses on contrasting the policy intervention condition with
the baseline condition. When appropriate, we

include comparisons with the male-advantaged condition.
Explicit Gender Beliefs

We analyzed explicit gender beliefs using
repeated measures analyses of variance
(ANOVA) that compare the policy intervention condition to the baseline condition, treating condition as a between-subjects factor and
evaluations of men versus women as the two
levels of a within-subjects factor. Analyses
were performed separately for “most people’s”
and participants’ personal beliefs. As expect-
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ed, participants in both conditions thought
most people would evaluate men as higher status (p < .01), more competent (p < .01), and
less considerate (p < .01) than women (see
Table 1, within-subjects factor). Participants’
personal beliefs about status and considerateness agreed with their assessments of most
people’s beliefs (p < .01 for both scales), but
there is no evidence that they personally
believed men’s and women’s competence differed.
The interaction between the within-subject and between-subject effects provides a
test of our competing hypotheses about
whether policy condition participants’ explicit
beliefs favor males over females more than
baseline condition participants. Because differences between participants’ ratings of men
and their ratings of women represent unequal

gender beliefs, the hypotheses predict that
there should be variation in these differences
across conditions; in other words, the hypotheses predict interaction effects. Results show
no significant differences by condition in the
comparison of beliefs about women and those
about men (see Table 1). This finding provides
support for neither rival hypothesis.
Although the between-subjects effect of
condition does not directly test our hypotheses
because it does not address gender differences
in ratings, it reveals unexpected and interesting findings. This effect shows that participants’ perceptions of most people’s evaluations of both men and women differed by condition for status (p < .05), competence (p <
.10), and considerateness (p < .05). In other
words, compared to participants in the baseline condition, participants in the policy inter-

Table 1. Explicit Gender Beliefs: Most People’s and Personal Evaluations (Semantic Differential Scales)
Most People’s Evaluations
Status
Men

Competence

Women

Men

Delivered by Ingenta to :

Women

Considerateness
Men

Women

3.49
(.63)
3.70
(.80)
3.72
(.57)

5.52*
(.46)
5.88
(.75)
5.44
(.58)

Condition Means (Standard Deviations), with t-tests
comparing
[A] to [B] within each gender
Stanford
University
[A] Policy Intervention
[B] Baseline
[C] Male-Advantaged

5.49*Wed,
(.68)
5.90
(.68)
5.65
(.70)

09
3.61Jan 2008 06:48:19
4.89
(.75)
3.89
(.80)
3.69
(.81)

(.66)
5.17
(1.04)
5.15
(.71)

4.26
(.87)
4.65
(.65)
4.26
(.86)

Repeated Measures ANOVA F-values, comparing [A] to [B]
Within-Subject
Between-Subject
Interaction

132.10***
5.50**
.17

11.59***
3.21*
.11

173.35***
4.77**
.18

Personal Evaluations
Status
Men

Competence

Women

Men

Women

Considerateness
Men

Women

4.35
(.83)
4.39
(.92)
4.40
(.94)

5.30
(.58)
5.59
(.82)
5.40
(.74)

Condition Means (Standard Deviations), with t-tests comparing [A] to [B] within each gender
[A] Policy Intervention
[B] Baseline
[C] Male-Advantaged

5.13
(.67)
5.38
(.83)
5.11
(.71)

4.27
(.75)
4.60
(.86)
4.32
(.70)

4.90*
(.87)
5.39
(.74)
5.15
(.79)

4.90
(.75)
5.12
(.99)
5.03
(.83)

Repeated Measures ANOVA F-values, comparing [A] to [B]
Within-Subject
Between-Subject
Interaction

21.30***
3.15*
.06

.84
2.81
.84

44.40***
.84
.61

Notes: Based on scales from 1 to 7. N = 21 for the policy condition (one participant did not complete the explicit beliefs
measures), and N = 22 for the other two conditions.
*** p < .01; ** p < .05; * p < .10
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vention condition believed that most people Implicit Gender Beliefs
think both men and women are lower status,
Implicit beliefs were measured using the
less competent, and less considerate. In terms IAT effect, which is the difference in response
of participants’ personal beliefs, the only sig- time between the gender-stereotypical word
nificant difference was that participants in the matching (female—low status) and the
policy intervention condition thought every- counter-stereotypical matching (female—high
body was lower in status compared to partici- status) blocks of words (Greenwald et al.
1998). A greater IAT effect indicates more
pants in the baseline condition (p < .10).
Simple effects tests comparing means for entrenched male-advantaged gender beliefs.
status, competence, and considerateness by In all conditions, the IAT effects were positive,
revealing that participants in all three condigender provide more information about these
tions had implicit gender status beliefs favordifferences (see Table 1). Participants in the
ing men. Repeated measures ANOVA tests
policy intervention condition, compared to comparing the policy condition to the baseline
those in the baseline condition, reported sig- condition showed significant within-subjects
nificantly lower ratings of most people’s eval- effects for both the response times (p < .01)
uations about men’s status (t = –1.978; p < and error rates (p < .01) when comparing gen.10) and women’s considerateness (t = –1.838; der-stereotypical and counter-stereotypical
p < .10), and lower personal evaluations of word blocks (See Table 2).
The interaction between within-subjects
men’s competence (t = –1.990; p < .10).
and
between-subjects effects was significant
Caution is required in interpreting these test
for response time (p < .05; the difference in
results because they are weak and we do not
average times between the counterstereotypiwish to capitalize on chance, butDelivered
they mayby Ingenta to :
cal and stereotypical blocks was 236.7 milreflect participants’ negative perceptions
of University
Stanford
liseconds for the policy intervention condition
09 Jan 2008 06:48:19
sexual harassment policies’ effectsWed,
in society:
and 136.4 milliseconds for the baseline condithat they lower men’s status and “bring out the tion), meaning that participants in the policy
worst” in women.
intervention condition displayed more
Table 2. Implicit Gender Beliefs: Implicit Association Test
Response time

IAT Effecta

Genderstereotypical
Block

Counterstereotypical
Block

Error Rate
Genderstereotypical
Block

Counterstereotypical
Block

Condition Means (SDs), with t-tests comparing both [A] and [C] to [B] within each block
[A] Policy Intervention
[B] Baseline
[C] Male-Advantaged

236.7**
(191.6)
136.4
(128.9)
171.7
(187.1)

839.2
(145.7)
793.3
(167.7)
938.4***
(208.1)

1075.9**
(248.4)
929.7
(179.5)
1110.1***
(229.2)

.020
(.035)
.032
(.031)
.018*
(.021)

.054
(.058)
.046
(.046)
.024*
(.028)

Oneway ANOVA and Repeated Measures ANOVA F-values, comparing [A] to [B]
Within-Subjectb
Between-Subject
Interaction

(N.A.)
4.15**
(N.A.)

57.41***
3.48*
4.15**

12.53***
.02
2.38

Notes: N = 22 for each condition.
a IAT effect = Response time of counter-stereotypical block – Response time of gender-stereotypical block. Units are
milliseconds. For the IAT effect, oneway ANOVA was used to compare [A] to [B].
b Within-subjects effects are comparisons between the gender-stereotypical and counter-stereotypical blocks for
response time and error rates.
*** p < .01; ** p < .05; * p < .10.
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entrenched male-advantaged gender beliefs try consciously to fight their gender bias,
(i.e., a greater IAT effect) than participants in exposure to sexual harassment policy seems to
the baseline condition. This finding supports catch men “off guard,” activating their tradiHypothesis 1B, which states that exposure to tional gender beliefs that women are of lower
sexual harassment policy activates more male- status than men.
advantaged gender beliefs. Considering that
automatic stereotypes are usually entrenched Supplemental Analysis
and difficult to change with a single stimulus,
In a supplemental analysis, we assessed
this small but significant effect of policy interimplicit
gender beliefs indirectly using behavvention speaks volumes about how sexual
harassment policy can affect gender beliefs in ior. One component of traditional gender
beliefs is the expectation that men, who have
ways of which people may not be aware.
When comparing the response times and higher status than women, are generally more
error rates for the gender-stereotypical and competent than women. Expectation states
counter-stereotypical rounds separately using research has shown that actors who consider
simple effects tests, results show that partici- their partners to have lower status are less likepants in the policy intervention condition ly to defer to their judgment in decision makresponded more slowly than the baseline con- ing (Pugh & Wahrman 1983; see also Correll
dition only in the counter-stereotypical round and Ridgeway 2003 for a general review).
(t = 2.238; p < .05), and their error rates in Therefore, a measure of males’ deference to a
both rounds were not significantly different female partner’s influence in a decision-makfrom the baseline condition. In contrast, t-tests ing task likely reflects their implicit beliefs
comparing the male-advantaged condition to about the relative competence of women comthe baseline condition show that the former pared to men. We used such a measure, taken
Delivered
toContrast
:
responded significantly more slowly
in bothby Ingenta
from the
Sensitivity task, in a suppleStanford
the gender-stereotypical round (t = 2.547;
p < University
mental
analysis.
The
deference measure calcu06:48:19
.01) and counter-stereotypical Wed,
round09(tJan
= 2008
lates the proportion of trials in which the par2.906; p < .01), and had lower error rates in ticipant stayed with his initial choice in makboth rounds (gender-stereotypical t = 1.796, p ing a final choice, despite disagreement from
< .05; counter-stereotypical t = 1.873, p < .05). his “partner.” Greater deference to the female
We interpret this as evidence that having been partner’s judgment would indirectly suggest
primed with stated male superiority in the
weaker male-advantaged gender beliefs
Contrast Sensitivity task prior to the Implicit
(Hypothesis 1A), while low levels of deferAssociation Test, participants in the maleence could reflect more male-advantaged genadvantaged condition were more sensitive to
der beliefs (Hypothesis 1B).
gender-related tasks; they consequently spent
The mean proportion of Contrast
more effort trying to “beat the test” so as not
Sensitivity
trials in which participants stayed
to appear sexist.
In the policy intervention condition, on with their initial choice was identical between
the other hand, participants did not seem to be the policy intervention and baseline condiexpending as much effort consciously trying tions (.57), but significantly higher in the
to “beat the test” since their response time in male-advantaged condition (.68; p <. 05). In
the gender-stereotypical round was the same other words, participants rejected their partas the baseline condition. In other words, the ner’s influence more frequently only when
IAT effect in the policy intervention condition they were explicitly told that men were usualcannot be the result of self- presentation bias. ly better at the CS task, but not when the sexInferring from this finding and the results ual harassment policy was read. Although
above, we conclude that exposure to sexual gender was implicitly activated through the
harassment policy affects men’s gender beliefs reading of the policy information, these findin a subtle way. While explicit acknowledge- ings reveal that the policy intervention does
ment of male advantage may motivate men to not affect deference behavior.
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ing “dual attitudes” (Wilson et al. 2000): one
conscious and controllable, and one unconOverall, Hypothesis 1A, which states that
scious and automatic. The dual attitudes
exposure to the policy weakens male-advanmodel argues that attitudes develop through
taged gender beliefs, is not supported. The
socialization and change over time such that
results provide support for the alternative
new attitudes, instead of replacing old attiHypothesis 1B, that exposure to the policy
tudes entirely, become explicit and older ones
strengthens male-advantaged gender beliefs,
become implicit. Because implicit attitudes
though only implicitly rather than explicitly.
are activated automatically whereas explicit
Results also show that compared to the baseattitudes require greater cognitive motivation,
line condition, participants in the policy interimplicit attitudes are likely to guide behavior
vention condition believe that most people
unless people are in situations in which they
perceive both women and men to be lower stahave the capacity and motivation (e.g., to be
tus, less competent, and less considerate.
“politically correct”) to override the implicit
attitude.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We believe that our findings are an example
of
“motivated overriding” (Wilson et al.
This study tests whether short-term expo2000).
Participants
in all three conditions were
sure to sexual harassment policy can alter peoaware
of
social
norms
underlying modern sexple’s beliefs. We recognize that legal interventions may lead either to beliefs that are con- ism, which proscribe statements advantaging
gruent with the policies or that run contrary to males, and thus conformed to these norms in
the laws’ aims. We therefore tested rival their explicit responses. With respect to
hypotheses concerning the effects of exposure implicit beliefs, policy participants’ automatic
to sexual harassment policy on gender beliefs. stereotypes about gender difference were actiDelivered
vated totoa :greater extent than the baseline parWe employed an experimental design
thatby Ingenta
Stanford
University
measured explicit and implicit gender beliefs ticipants’ were. We believe that automatic
Wed, 09 Jan 2008 06:48:19
across conditions, comparing the effect of the stereotypes were similarly activated in both
policy intervention to no intervention and to a the male-advantaged and policy conditions,
condition that deliberately activated male- but the explicit focus on gender differences in
competence in the male-advantaged condition
advantaged gender beliefs.
Results showed that the policy interven- made participants more motivated to override
tion’s effect on explicit gender beliefs was their automatic stereotypes than those in the
complicated. While participants in the policy policy condition. Written responses to an
intervention condition did not have significant open-ended question about the Implicit
differences in male-advantaged beliefs com- Association Test at the end of the study suppared to the baseline condition, they believed port the “motivated overriding” interpretation.
Implicit measures may shed light on
that most people perceive both women and
men to be lower status, less competent, and mechanisms that otherwise go undetected
less considerate. These unexpected findings when studying the impact of sexual harasssuggest a possible backlash against sexual ment interventions. Past research has shown
harassment policies. Results for implicit gen- that although implicit attitudes are not closely
der beliefs were more straightforward and also correlated with prejudice, they predict nonpossibly indicative of a negative effect of the verbal behaviors such as blinking, visual conpolicy: The policy intervention activated auto- tact, and physical distance during interactions
matic stereotypes favoring men that the base- with members of a stigmatized group
line and explicitly male-advantaged condi- (Dovidio et al. 1997; Sechrist and Stangor
2001). Research has also shown that in situations did not.
The disparate findings across dependent tions of stress and cognitive overload, people
variables suggest the value of measuring both are more likely to rely on automatic stereoexplicit and implicit gender beliefs. In partic- types (e.g., DeDreu 2003). Because sexual
ular, results suggest that participants are hold- harassment policies are aimed at reducing
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subtle but potentially harmful behaviors in nitive motivation for people to override
workplaces where stress and time pressure are implicit beliefs and behave according to
often high, our finding that exposure to the explicit beliefs (which were unaffected by
policy engenders changes in implicit attitudes awareness of the sexual harassment policy in
is especially important and warrants further this study). Nevertheless, organizations would
study.
do well to incorporate the potential for backSeveral limitations of this study also sug- lash into policy implementation decisions.
gest possibilities for future research. The par- Future research should investigate the conditicipants were young men, but sexual harass- tions under which organizations can effectivement policies affect workers of all ages and ly train employees about laws that potentially
both genders. In addition, the participants did upset established patterns of interaction.
not interact face to face with their female part- When the frame by which employees learn
ners. Because sexual harassment policies pre- about sexual harassment policies is one of
scribe rules for interaction, future research legal threat rather than equal rights, as in this
would benefit from a test of the effect of the study, the effect of the law may be the opposite
policies on beliefs following face-to-face of what the law intends. However, it is possiinteraction. This study demonstrates that a ble that when policies are framed to corresexual policy intervention does activate spond to organizational goals of equity, coopimplicit gender beliefs, but we do not know eration, and community, for example, the
the effects such implicit gender beliefs may effects of the implementation may be quite
have in the workplace. To what extent does the different. There may also be an indirect equalpolicy’s activation of existing gender beliefs izing effect of the policy on beliefs: diffusion
set back efforts at gender equality? A natural
of sexual harassment policies across organizaexperiment in a workplace setting could begin
tions has led to changes in behaviors and
Delivered
to explore these questions and also
compareby Ingenta to :
norms in the workplace (Tinkler 2003; U.S.
Stanford University
the effects of various policy implementation
Merit
Systems Protection Board 1995), which
Wed,
09
Jan
2008
06:48:19
strategies on explicit and implicit gender
may alter beliefs. Evidence from research on
beliefs. Future research should also focus on
racial desegregation supports this supposition
identifying and documenting potential mecha(Pettigrew 1971).
nisms by which Equal Employment OpporSociologists since Robert Merton have
tunity/Affirmative Action policies may indipointed
to the analysis of unanticipated conserectly affect status beliefs via norms and
quences
as core to the discipline of sociology.
behaviors.
This
study
highlights an unintended conseThis study provides preliminary evidence
that employers’ inclusion of sexual harass- quence of equalizing interventions, and
ment policy as a “one-shot learning” experi- should serve as a call to researchers and polience out of mere bureaucratic necessity actu- cymakers to further specify the social psychoally has effects that run counter to the policy’s logical mechanisms which promote and hinequalizing aims. In particular, the policy der laws and policies aimed at reducing
strengthens male-advantaged gender beliefs inequality.
and appears to provoke backlash. While this is
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